This paper aims to extent the prediction model of financial distress among Malaysian public listed companies from period 2006 to 2010. Altman Z-Score Models was used to identify classification on three main zones which are safe, grey or distress zone. The results specify that 56 % of listed companies were classified as ‗distress zone', 24 % are known as ‗grey zone' while 20 % are classified in ‗safe zone'. Two likely to fail companies was correctly predict at distress zone which Z-Score was lower than 1.81. Moreover, the findings show most of the companies were facing financial distress during global financial crisis on 2008. Industrial transportation and industrial engineering sectors are generally classified as ‗safe zone' while food and staplers retailing, real estate investment and services and industrial metals and mining sectors are classified as ‗distress zone'.
Introduction
After the skyscraper financial scandals in early 2000, the corporate failure has become the mere dream for investor and regulators. Corporate failure is a phenomenon happen in developing countries as well as developed countries due to abrupt grounds. Economic crisis sudden occurred in the middle of 1997 and brought many impacts to Asian corporations which increase number of corporations facing financial difficulties. Financial failure can be form into financial distress, bankruptcy or insolvency. Insolvency can be defined as where a corporate was unable to meet the obligations or working capital is negative. However, bankruptcy defined as when total liability was exceeding fair value of assets (Odipo & Sitati, 2010) . According to Thai (2003) , corporate failure was developed slowly over many years. Few symptoms can lead to corporate failures which are declining on earning, working capital and increasing in debt.
Economic crisis was begun to affect Malaysia's economic in July 1997, these cause many corporate face financial distress. Corporate was unable to face the unexpected changes in economic and fail to generate profit for the companies. Business failure can be caused by poor management on the company which are management styles and rapid changes of technologies or economic changes (Blocher, Ko, & Lin, 1999 There are many company failures in Malaysia capital market at last decade. Corporate failure prediction was very important challenging issue (Zulkarnain, 2006) . In Malaysia's studies, most of the failed companies were classified by Bursa Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur Exchange Stock) under Practice Note 4 (PN 4) and Practice Note 17 (PN 17) . Companies which categories into these classifications most probably because the firms are mainly deficit in the company shareholders' funds where the financial conditions does not continue trading and listing in the stock exchange. Hence, the companies have been given certain time to regularize and take actions on their financial position which can release the companies from the Practice Note classification (Haniff, Shanmugam, Yap, & Yap, 2011) . There are many public listed companies in Malaysia was success obtain Restraining Orders pursuant to Section 176 (10) of the Companies' Act, 1965, where the purpose is to restructure the company debts (Thai, 2003) .
Based on the Altman (1968) , corporate failure prediction models were extremely valuable to many industry sectors. Altman model which establish in 1968 is known as Altman Z-Score Models formula. It defined as financial model to predict the probability of bankruptcy of a company. Odipo and Sitati (2010) define purpose of the Z-Score model is to measure the financial situation of a corporate and estimate the probability of the company which face bankruptcy within two years. This study provides on relevant financial ratios of a corporate which is useful in predicting the probability of corporate failure. The accuracy classified is 94% of one year before the corporate facing bankruptcy (Altman, 1968) . In contrast, Z-Score define 97% of the non-bankruptcy firms in the research. Suppliers of capital, creditors, investors, management and employees are very seriously affected from the business failures. Therefore, this study would like to predict the corporate failure using Altman Z-Score Models (Odipo & Sitati, 2010) .
The purpose of this study is to make a contribution to international distress prediction research by responding to the call for international comparisons and uniform models in financial distress prediction. It is worth stressing that a major benefit of a well performing international model would be that its users could carry out their international analyses within the realm of one single model. Different models, their structures, and their outputs are difficult to compare and impairing the decision making process.
Literature review
Corporate failure is a worldwide problem, the number of corporate failure was important for the all countries economic. Bankruptcy can affect firms all around the world and bring lot of impact on the economics of the countries. Corporate failure was an important role in financial theory and accounting (Bhimani, Gulamhussen, & Lopes, 2010) . Corporate failure defines as firm was unable to pay back the financial obligations when mature. When a company was face bond default, overdraft on bank or nonpayment for preference stock dividend, the corporate might consider as financial failure (Beaver, 1966) . According to Altman (1968) , corporate failure defines as company fail to earn a return on risk capital, hence the company was failed to pay its financial obligation when due. Insolvency on a company means the company's total liabilities were greater than the fair value of assets. In the view of accounting, bankruptcy occurs when total of realize and debt obligations greater than expected cash flow (Guo, 2008) .
Brabozon et al. (2002) defined range of corporate failure is to earn economic rate of return from capital invested given the business risk. Legal bankruptcy was followed by liquidity of assets in the firm. Brabazon and Neill (2006) stated that financial failure occurs when corporate was fail to repaid liquid from resources in financial. There are reduce on liquidity and serious losses at the end of period declining in financial. Failure in financial was happened when liabilities unable to repaid from liquid financial resources. When liabilities of a firm were unable to repay at the end of period of financial decline, these might lead to financial distress for the company.
According to Malaysia Bankruptcy Law, Malaysia was focuses on insolvency as main qualifier to consider the bankruptcy. Word of bankruptcy can immediately bring negative vision towards our minds. It was happened in every country around the world. Bankruptcy is a legal process set going by a company due to not able to settle corporate debt owed to a party who give the loan which known as creditors. The creditors can lay their claims once the companies were getting into bankruptcy. Individual, public listed companies, public limited companies and members of partnership have probability of getting bankruptcy (Jacquelyn, 2006 In this study, most of the failed public listed companies were classified in Bursa Malaysia which formerly the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Main reason those companies state in the classification because the companies mainly deficit in their stakeholders funds and companies do not continue trading or listing in the stock exchange market.
Research model
Corporate failure prediction was dominant in business failure studies. Bankruptcy prediction models were applied frequently to examine to financial situation of the selected company. According to Andreev (2006) , corporate failure prediction models were proved to obtain high accuracy assessment of financial situation of a corporation. Managers were train by using selected bankruptcy prediction model and proven financial ratios as tools to analysis on bankruptcy prediction. Corrective and prevent action can be taken to prevent bankruptcy in the companies. Therefore, prediction knowledge and skills was importance to continue the company was going concern.
According to Kidane (2004) , bankrupcy prediction models used financial informations such like balance sheet and income statement from the corporation. The financial information and various type of financial ratios was act as predictor on the symptoms of corporate failure. Corporate failure prediction models can be categories into three types of models which are Statistical models, Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems (AIES) models and Theoretic models. Bankruptcy prediction models were show in table 1. Aziz and Dar (2006) indicate that there are 64 % studies use statistical models, 25 % was use AIES models and 11 % was use theoretic models to predict corporate failure. Categories of corporate failure prediction models from past studies were showed in figure 1.
The flowing chart show 3 categories of corporate failure prediction models and it consists of 16 models. According to Aziz and Dar (2006) , the percentage of prior studies which is use Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) is 30.3 % and followed by Logit model which is 21.3 % in statistical model. Besides that, the highest studies use in AIES model is Neural Networks (NN) which is 9 %. Balance Sheet Decomposition Measure showed the highest used in Theoretic models which consist of 4.5 %. Proportion of corporate failure prediction models from past studies can be showed at figure 1. 
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework use for bankruptcy prediction is notional one theory. Altman (1968) showed that measuring liquidity, profitability, and solvency are the most significant ratios. This study was mentioned implicitly financial measures in economic concept. Blums (2003) state notional theory was expressed from financial ratio perception as indicators of corporate health. A health firm's indicator showed -good‖; while if the indicator is poor, the firms are perceived as risk in bankruptcy or unhealthy which consist risk of bankruptcy. There are three types of measurement which is liquidity, profitability and wealth. Higher positive measurement of these measurements shows lower risk of bankruptcy. Notional theory was developed from perception on financial ratios. Financial ratios were act as indicators to determine the corporate health. When the indicators showed good which mean the corporate was perceived as healthy company (Blums, 2003) .
Liquidity was indicating as the ability of a firm to meet the corporate current liabilities. Profitability defined as the reservoir of resources which being drained supplemented while wealth are indicate as current magnitude of the reservoir. Company showed low risk of corporate failure when positive sign and high measurement of liquidity, profitability and wealth. Blums (2003) viewed the firm as reservior of liquid assets, which supplied by inflows and drained by outflows. Technique of Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) Models was combines a lot of factors based on important of weight to be given to each factor. Besides that, it also determines composite score to differentiate good customers from bad customers (Satish, 2011). 
Research Methodology
These study focus on sector of public listed companies in Sarawak which test on the rank on probability of corporate getting failure. This study compares the entire sector to developed Altman Z-Score Models the sample of data. This study was conduct by used financial ratios from balance sheet and income statement on the sample. Working capital, total assets, total liability and numbers of shares capital can be obtained from balance sheet. Conversely, retained earnings, earnings before interest and taxes, and sales can be obtained from income statement. However, market value equity can get from the share price at end of the years which is on
Data Collection
There are total 25 public listed companies' data in Sarawak (Malaysian State) was been use in this research. Sample of companies was categories into 8 difference sectors which are construction and materials, industrial transportation, food producers, real estate investment and services, forestry and paper, industrial engineering, industrial metals and mining and food and staplers retailing. There are 23 not likely to fail companies and 2 likely to fail companies (Table 7 & 8) .
All the public listed companies in Sarawak from 2006 to 2010 was classified into 8 sectors which are 8 companies from construction and materials sector, 4 companies from industrial transportation sector, 4 companies are from food producers sector, 2 companies are from real estate investment and services sector, 3 companies are from forestry and paper sector, 2 companies are from industrial engineering sector, a company from industrial metals and mining sector and a company from food and staplers retailing sector.
This study tests the credit risk towards public listed companies in Sarawak. Altman Z-Score Models used to examine the prediction of failed based on secondary data. Altman Z-Score Models developed to identify financial failure firms by using financial data from period 2006 to 2010. Data used in this study is five set of financial ratios and the sample of companies used in this study was selected from firms that listed on Bursa Malaysia from 2006 to 2010. Companies selected are 25 public listed firms from 2006 to 2010 in Sarawak, Malaysia. Altman Z-Score Models was chosen to predict the corporate failed is because one of the ratio market value of equity is divided by total liabilities. Obviously, if a company was not publicity traded, its equity has no market value. Therefore, private firm cannot use Altman Z-Score Models. In this study, the model was widely test around 40 years and it is introduced by Altman at 1968 in United State.
The data show are list of listed companies from list of listed companies from 2006-2010 (5 years). There are only 25 out of 32 companies financial data can be collect from period 2006 until 2010, which is 5 years period. Some of the companies was not yet been listed as listed companies at the moment. The financial data from the 25 companies can be categories into 8 sectors which are 8 companies from construction and materials sector, 4 companies from industrial transportation sector, 4 companies from food producers sector, 2 company from real estate investment and services sector, 2 companies from industrial engineering sector, 3 companies from forestry paper sector, 1 company from for and staplers retailing sector and 1company from industrial metals and mining sector.
Analysis of Data
Altman Z-Score Models can be analyzed by using financial ratios to discriminant corporate failure. Besides Altman Z-Score Models to test the probability of corporate failure. The companies were categories into 5 years financial year which is from period 2006 until 2010. After that, financial data of the companies was divided into sector and calculate the Z-Score on the sector.
Altman Z-Score Models
Bankruptcy prediction studies by Altman on 1968 has been an effective indicator to determine the public listed companies that has goes to bankruptcy by analyzing company's financial performance. According to Kpodoh (2009) , a number of variables from financial ratios was analyzed to examine internal liquidity, risk of financial, performance on operating and companies growth. In addition, use of Z-Score Models did not direct tell how managers operate the business. Variable, definition and coefficient factor can be showed in table 2. X1=Working capital/total assets X2=Retained earnings/total assets X3=Earnings before interest and taxes/total assets X4=Market value equity/book value of total liabilities X5=Sales/total assets Z=Overall index
Findings and discussion
The finding on Altman Z-Score data and graph from 2006 to 2010 are likely and not likely to fail companies. Moreover, discussion on each sector classified by zone to determine amount of companies classified as safe, grey and distress zone. On the other hand, average Z-Score for each sector from 2006 to 2010 was calculated in each sector to indicate ranking of average sector's Zscore categories by each sector was discuss. Discussion on hypothesis was show at last part. 
Altman Z-Score for List of Data of Not Likely to Fail Companies
According to Altman (1968) , the researcher was discriminant between bankruptcy companies and non-bankruptcy companies. Hence, this research was use to discriminant likely to fail companies and non-likely to fail companies. Lists of likely to fail companies obtained from PN 17 Company at Bursa Malaysia. PN 17 Company was relating to companies financial distress, hence the companies fall into this categories need to summit proposal to the Approving Authority to restructure and revive on the company to maintain the company (Business Company Information,  2009 ).
The company, Swee Joo Berhad had a Z-Score which classified as distress zone. This company was clearly showed Z-Score was slightly decreased from 2006 to 2010. Swee Joo Berhad has persistent negative working capital over the period except 2007. Low working capital of total assets ratio indicates the company has liquidity problems. Firms which have experiencing consistence operating losses tend to have dismissing current assets relative to total assets. However, the firm had negative ratio on retained earnings to total assets (X2) and ratio on EBIT to total asset (X3) on 2009 and 2010. These can indicate the firms made losses persistently due to unable to generate needed revenue and inefficient use of assets. 
Classified of Companies by Zones
In Table 4 companies were classification into sector to determine amount of companies in each zone. Average Z-Score was obtained from 2006 to 2010 which is 5 years period. Using Altman Z-Score Models, the table 4 described the placement of all sectors in 3 main zones. 
Distress
Average Z-Score obtain to calculate sector classification by each zone and determine how many companies were classified as each zone on each sector. Hence, there are 14 companies were classified as distress zone, 6 companies were known as grey zone and 5 companies were known as safe zone. Number of sector which classified in each zone can be clearly showed in table 5. Table 5 shows number of companies classified at each sector and zone. The result indicate that most of the companies are in distress zone, there are 14 companies with 56 % over total sample, followed by grey zone and safe zone with 6 and 5 companies. The percentage prediction on grey zone is 24 % while safe zone was only consist of 20 %. This shows proportion of low performance of the sectors which classified at distress zone. Food staplers retailing sector and industrial metals and mining sector has 100 % of its companies under distress zone, followed by construction and materials sector by 62.50 %. On the other hand, under the grey zone, forestry and paper place the most company by 66.67 %, followed by real estate investment and services sector which is 50 %. Furthermore, industrial engineering sector are most company by 50 % overall on safe zone.
Ranking of Average Sector"s Z-Score
The illustration of the Z-Score for each sector for 6 years period, Average Z-Score for each industry was obianed to calculate the average Z-Score from 2006 to 2010 on each sector. The data was show at appendix. Average Z-Score for 5 years period and ranking on each sector was shows at table 6. Observing the finding by Z-Score on each sector, table above shows the illustration of average Z-Score for each sector for 5 years period. On average, it shows industrial transportation sector and industrial engineering sector have highest Z-Score with an average 3.49 and 3.09 (safe zone), whereas the lowest average of Z-Score are real estate investment and service sector and industrial metals and mining sector with an average 1.14 and 1.04. The trend of the Z-Score on most of the sectors was decrease on 2008 which is industrial transportation section, industrial engineering sector, forestry and paper sector, food producers sector and construction and materials sector. This is because there are global financial crisis at 2008. On 2009, some of the sector was start to recovery from the crisis and it can show on the increase Z-Score on 2009.
Conclusion
Altman Z-Score Models of corporate failure prediction for companies in Sarawak was successfully developed in this study. Besides that, Altman Z-Score Models also identify the probability of financial ratio in Altman Z-Score Models can predict the probability bankruptcy of public listed companies in Sarawak.
This prediction result was in line with Altman (1968) . The model was tested to predict the corporate failure prediction of public listed companies. This model show 56 % of the listed companies classified as distress companies which also known as likely to fail companies. This high percentage of corporate failure prediction showed and investigation on company's failure prediction is a useful tool for financial analysts and managers. On the other hand, there are 24 % and 20 % of listed companies are classified as safe and grey zone. Altman (1968) indicate grey zone as ‗zone of ignorance'. Firm which categories in this area was known as firms share distress and non-distress characteristics of financial and need to beware of the financial status before it is too late for remedial action. However, safe zone showed that companies are classified as not likely to fail companies. The percentage of failure makes the investigation and prediction of company failure is a useful tool for financial managers and analysts since there are so valuable for predict on corporate failure. According to Zulkarnain (2006) , symptoms of distress were existence before Global Financial Crisis on 2008, hence we can conclude that if financial distress symptoms have been detected earlier, the impact of financial crisis can be minimal and corporate can saved from bailing as financial distress firms.
